If you’re looking for a spa cover
that’s attractive, durable and
affordable...

ASTM
Certification
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you won’t be able to top this!
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Exclusive Vapor Barrier

Industry’s thickest 4.0 mil barrier locks in
the entire core with our hi-tech sealing
equipment. Inhibits vapor transmission
and helps to increase the overall life of
the cores.
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Extra Strong Padded
Handles
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Five layers of reinforced strength at all
the critical points to provide long lasting
performance.
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Low Profile Nylon Drain
Grommets

Multiple drain holes on underside of cover aid
release of trapped water. Non-corrosive, won’t
scratch the bar top.
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Marine Grade Vinyl

Our superior 25 oz. top vinyl is the finest
quality material for spa covers, and exceeds
industry standards for mildew, UV and chlorine
resistance. Also has exceptional temperature
stability.
5 Child-resistant Cover Locks
     with Key

New generation hardware offers quick and easy
press-style design. Locks with key. Always lock
cover straps in place to secure the cover when
your spa is not in use.
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Adjustable Tie-Down Straps

Reinforced, adjustable straps secure to your
spa with our child-resistant cover locks. Provide
snug-fit for tight seal.
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Tapered High Density
Foam Core

Tapered to allow for efficient rain/snow run off
(3-1/2 to 2-1/2”). The standard 1.5 lb. and 2.0 lb.
foam cores increase strength and R-factor of the
cover.
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Industrial Grade Double-Ply
Poly Laminate

Formulated to protect cores against daily
exposures to chemicals and cold. Mildew and
UV resistant.
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Tough ‘n Hefty Hinge

Four layers of double-stitched vinyl add extra
strength and durability.
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Aluminum Reinforcement

Maximum strength with the least amount of
weight. Strengthens center of cover. Noncorrosive. Non-abrasive to core or vapor seal.
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Insulating Heat Shoe

Our revolutionary design seals in precious
heat at the hinge. Critical to long-term energy
efficiency of your spa.
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Commercial Grade Zipper &
Protection Flap

Durable nylon zipper provides long-lasting use.
Eases replacement of core if necessary. Flaps
protect both the zipper and zipper pull against
the outdoor elements.
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Perimeter Skirt

Helps keep heat in and dirt out while also
protecting the bar top. Our 4.0” skirt provides an
elegant, superior fit.
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24 Points Internal Reinforcing

Every stress point is reinforced inside the cover,
including: straps, hinge, skirt, handles and
corners.
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System-Ready Brackets

Designed and built to factory specifications to
assure strong support and easy installation for
Watkins’ approved retractable cover systems.
Every cover is outfitted with these exclusive,
sturdy brackets.
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     Superior
Craftsmanship

Only the finest materials and sewing goes
into our covers. Polyester thread is treated to
withstand years of harsh weather, chemicals and
intense sunlight.
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Full Two-Year Limited Warranty

Assures your cover will be free from defects in
materials and workmanship, on both the vinyl
encasement and the foam cores (One-Year
Limited Warranty on Solana® covers).

The highest grade of materials are used in building the best quality cover in the industry. For the customer who
has purchased the finest spa in the world, top it with the finest factory cover by Watkins Manufacturing. For the
peace of mind that your cover will perform safely over time.
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